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New insight into the swimming 
kinematics of wild Green sea turtles 
(Chelonia mydas)
Nick van der Geest1, Lorenzo Garcia1*, Roy Nates1 & Daniel A. Godoy2

Biomechanically, sea turtles could be perceived as birds of the ocean as they glide and flap their 
forelimbs to produce the necessary forces required for locomotion, making sea turtles an interesting 
animal to study. However, being an endangered species makes studying the sea turtle’s biomechanics 
a complex problem to solve, both technically and ethically, without causing disturbance. This work 
develops a novel, non-invasive procedure to develop full three-dimensional kinematics for wild sea 
turtles by filming the animals in Australia’s Great Barrier Reef using underwater drones without 
disturbing them. We found that the wild animals had very different swimming patterns than previous 
studies on juveniles in captivity. Our findings show that the flipper goes through a closed-loop 
trajectory with extended sweeping of the flipper tip towards the centre of the carapace to create a 
clapping motion. We have named this the “sweep stroke” and in contrast to previously described four-
stage models, it creates a five-stage cycle swimming locomotion model. The model presented here 
could lead to a better comprehension of the sea turtle propulsion methods and their fluid–structure 
interaction.

The locomotory biomechanics of sea turtles share similarities with birds, given that they glide and flap their fore-
limbs to produce the necessary forces required for locomotion. In fact, in recent studies, phylogenomic analyses 
has shown turtles as the sister group of  birds1. However, unlike birds who require lift generation to remain in 
the air, sea turtles can adjust their buoyancy to become almost entirely neutrally  buoyant2. Thus, lift generation 
is not wholly required as their buoyant force may be sufficient. The forward thrust generated by turtles to swim 
has been shown to almost entirely occur during the downstroke, using their cambered aerofoil-shaped  flippers3,4. 
The downstroke has been previously described as twice as fast as the upstroke, typically producing a figure-of-
eight  pattern3–6. Prior research has typically illustrated that sea turtles apply an angle of attack (AOA) of their 
pectoral  flippers3,4 so the animal can generate the necessary hydrodynamic loads for swimming. However, this 
is not entirely accurate as the flipper generates a variable AOA across their wingspan via twisting of the forelimb.

Sea turtles are migratory species with end-to-end journeys of thousands of  kilometres7–9. Having a math-
ematical representation of their swimming locomotion would greatly help answer whether or not the sea turtle’s 
swimming style is a factor in their migratory success. Previous studies have applied simplified two-dimensional 
models of turtle inspired swimming  styles10–12. However, hydrodynamic features that influence propulsion are 
highly dependent on the  kinematics13–15, which suggests that while the research done to date provides a rudi-
mentary approach to help describe the propulsion mechanism, it does not contain all the related factors. Various 
studies have illustrated the natural sea turtle  locomotion3,4,16–20. However, these studies often collected data on 
young juveniles held in captivity without describing the patterns in a mathematical form. Therefore, the natural 
swimming description of wild sea turtles is still unknown, along with understanding if it differs from a juvenile 
in captivity.

Developing a mathematical model to describe the turtle’s natural flipper patterns is tremendously complex 
for several reasons. Among the difficulties, the most complex issue comes from producing a data collection 
from within their natural habitat to ensure their surroundings do not enforce an abnormal swimming pattern. 
The current state of the art techniques, such as X-ray Reconstruction of Moving Morphology (XROMM)21,22, 
requires a unique set up that would be impractical to impossible to set up in a marine environment. Not only 
are techniques like this impractical, but receiving animal ethics approval to put an endangered species into a lab 
to study its biomechanics creates further hurdles.

This paper describes a non-invasive process to film sea turtle swimming patterns and forelimb twist through 
a video camera attached to a remotely operated underwater vehicle (ROV). The films formed the basis for 
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generating 3D mathematical biomechanical pattern reconstruction. Filming sea turtles with an ROV has been 
done  before23,24. However, to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first report of collecting and analysing 
turtle flipper kinematics using an underwater ROV. This paper also includes developing and applying an original 
data processing method to uncover the full 3D kinematics of the turtle flipper movement.

Methods
Data collection. Filming procedure and locations. To collect detailed data on the kinematics of wild tur-
tles, it was decided to film them in their natural environment. Filming occurred over a three-week program at 
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, with the approach slightly altering depending on location. All permits and animal 
ethics approvals were obtained from the Australian Government Marine Park Authority (reference number 
G21/45637.1), with all methods performed in accordance with guidelines and protocols approved. Only green 
sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) were observed during this time. The first half of the data collection was accom-
plished at Fitzroy Island, Cairns, Australia, using an ROV shown in Fig. 1a deployed from the shoreline over 
shallow fringing reef. On average, four dives were made per day, each lasting approximately 30 min, recording 
the entire dive duration. The camera used was programmed to save the footage at 2 GB segments to minimise 
the chances of a total data loss. The ROV, on average, would travel 25–75 m from the beach until turtles were 
observed.

A second location was established at Heron Island, Queensland, Australia, and the filming procedure was 
assisted with a rigid inflatable vessel to launch the ROV seen in Fig. 1a. Data collection follows the same routine 
described for the first location. However, the vessel was the launch platform enabling a higher degree of habitat 
and depth options to ensure a full suite of natural swimming behaviours were captured.

At all times, during the approach to a turtle, a distance was kept of approximately 5 m to ensure the animal 
was undisturbed and continued with its usual swimming pattern. In general, the turtles showed no interest 
in the ROV and would continue the locomotion as usual. On rare occasions, we found that some turtles even 
showed interest in the ROV and approached it for closer inspection out of curiosity. The ROV was set in hover 
mode to allow the animal to interact when this occurred. Therefore, the recording was only made if the turtle 
was observed swimming in its general swimming pattern. This pattern was identified with the turtle producing 
complete oscillations of its pectoral fins with its hind flippers tucked in and pointing back to lower its pressure 
drag, captured in Fig. 1b. Filming was done from the side, front and rear viewpoints with the ROV following 
the turtle, matching its swim speed to keep the turtle centred on the camera lens. This process proved to work 
well for filming from the sides; however, the turtles would often adjust their swim patterns when attempting to 
film from the front or rear. Turtle swim speeds were estimated using a surface snorkeler holding a camera with 
GPS by following the turtles from the surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Swimming speeds of approximately 0.2 to 
1 m/s were observed and correlate well with previous research  values25–29.

Equipment specification and settings. The ROV used (Chasing M2) was equipped with a 200 m long tether con-
nected to a handheld transmitter. The camera on the ROV was never used to film and only used for feedback to 
the operator. The system has a maximum dive depth of 100 m, however, it was only used to 2–30 m. The system 
is equipped with 8 EDF thrusters to allow 6 DOF allowing the ROV to manage ocean currents with speeds up to 
1.5 m/s. A 3D printed adaptor was manufactured to enable an extra camera to be mounted to the ROV chassis. 
The camera (Paralenz, Vaquita) was set up to film at full HD 1080P, 240 frames per second, allowing smooth 
slow-motion footage. The footage was stored to a 128 GB SanDisk extreme pro micro SD card. The camera was 
selected as the best option available because its slim rugged aluminium body did not require a waterproof case. 
Additionally, it is equipped with a distortion-free lens and higher frame rate compatibility compared to other 
cameras available at the time.

Data processing. Data preparation. The challenge in this work was to extract the absolute motion of the 
flipper with respect to the straight carapace length (SCL). The SCL illustrated in Fig. 2a was used as the reference 
frame of motion due to it being a rigid body and thus not changing in size. Side view footage was prioritised due 

Figure 1.  (a) ROV with external camera launched from the rigid inflatable vessel. (b), ROV user interface 
showing sea turtle applying general swimming routine, (c) Sea turtle swim speeds from GoPro GPS, with 
snorkelling assistance from the top. The photograph was taken at Fitzroy Island using the DJI fly IOS application 
with a DJI mini 2. https:// www. dji. com/ nz/ downl oads/ djiapp/ dji- fly.

https://www.dji.com/nz/downloads/djiapp/dji-fly
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to its more accessible collection, and additionally, this orientation allowed for a clear sight of the turtle’s flipper 
tip for all values of time. The film footage was edited in software (VideoPad Professional, NCH Software). This 
process involved snipping and exporting the content into individual images that matched the film frame rates. 
Thus allowing detailed photos of the flipper position with respect to time. Using a CAD system (Solidworks 2019 
SP5), the photos were imported using the "sketch picture" feature and sorted in the design space at 0.1 s time 
intervals shown in Fig. 2b. A single image was selected for creating a 2D spline around the turtle carapace. This 
2D spline was then placed over each image to ensure each image was not distorted and suitable for data collec-
tion seen in Fig. 2c. This process also gave a reference coordinate system to ensure the data could be accurately 
knitted together. After confirmation that each frame was appropriate, a data point could be placed on the turtle’s 
flipper tip for every image as per Fig. 2d. An assembly could then be made off each flipper tip point using the 2D 
spline of the carapace as a reference geometry observed in Fig. 2e. This process ensured the flipper tip position 
was accurately positioned with respect to the turtle’s carapace and time. After completion, a CAD part file was 
produced containing the data assembly. The process was repeated from seven separate sets of film, five sets from 
Fitzroy Island and the remainder from Heron Island, Australia. A similar process was applied to the front view 
film however, only four specimens were successfully obtained.

Data 3D conversion. Turning the 2D flipper paths into a 3D example required an iterative and repetitive pro-
cess of assembling links representing the turtles’ humerus (shoulder to elbow) and forearm (elbow to flipper tip) 
displayed in Fig. 3a. The links were modelled in Solidworks as individual part files ".SLDPRT". The size of each 
link was determined by identifying the position of the turtle’s shoulder, elbow, and flipper tip from the side and 
frontal film with film images imported into CAD scaled to SCL of approximately 610 mm.To ensure the links 
modelled in CAD representing the humerus and forearm were anatomically correct in length, comparisons 
were made with a real sea turtle’s skeletal anatomy, as seen in Fig. 4b. A Solidworks assembly was then created 
".SLDASM." to assemble the links into a simplified 3D limb (Fig. 3a). The assembled limb could then be rotated 
in a SolidWorks assembly from the turtle’s shoulder and elbow joints into position by simultaneously using the 
2-dimensional data and the correspondent interval of the video footage from the side and front views to con-
strain the possible limb movement seen in Fig. 3b. This process was followed for each data point creating a full 

Figure 2.  Data preparation illustration. (a) Sea turtle straight carapace length measurement (b), photos of turtle 
at 0.1-s intervals; (c), 2D spline around turtle carapace to serve as reference geometry; (d), Datapoint placed at 
flipper tip; (e), Assembly of data points with reference to carapace and time.
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3D representation of the turtle’s stroke, as illustrated in Fig. 3c. From here, a new "SLDPRT" file could be gener-
ated consisting of the 3D data point with respect to time represented in Fig. 3d. These points consisted of the 
flipper tip, elbow and shoulder and were created by starting a "3D sketch" and mating each point concentrically 
to the joints and rotation point of interest from Fig. 3c.
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Figure 3.  Data preparation. (a), Simplified sea turtle limb; (b), Rotation of limb in CAD, into 3D positions 
using 2-dimensional front and side data for reference; (c), Complete limb motion assembly viewed from xy and 
zy planes; (d), Conversion of limb motion into x,y,z data points of the flipper tip, elbow and shoulder rotation 
point, viewed from xy plane and an isometric viewpoint.
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Figure 4.  (a) Human arm skeleton (created by Henri et George/Shutterstock.com), (b) Hawksbill Sea turtle 
flipper skeleton. (c) Forearm rotation example.
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Data postprocessing. The "SLDPRT" file containing all the data points along the x,y,z axis were exported as a 
".igs" file type. This file type allows the data to be viewed and cleaned up in a simple text processing software 
(Notepad). The data was then imported into a numeric computing suite (Matlab) to have a "Fourier series" fitted 
with the x, y and z data represented by “Eqs. (1)–(3)”:

The Fourier coefficients were solved with the Matlab function "fourier8" to give the functions eight terms 
with the time variable defined as the frame rate used to collect the original data. A variable “ sf  ” was added to the 
functions to allow a scaling factor to be applied to modify the functions to suit various sized turtles. Appling a 
“ sf  ” equal to one was representative of a turtle with SCL equal to 610 mm and was defined as:

where sd is the desired SCL in mm if scaling should be required. To understand the flipper rate of change in 
position and velocity, the position functions were differentiated with respect to time to create the flipper velocity, 
“Eq. (5)–(7)” and acceleration expressed as "Eq. (8)–(10)”:

Flipper twist model. The skeletal structure that supports the motion of the sea turtle flipper from a mechanical 
viewpoint is homologous to the human arm skeleton seen in Fig. 4a,b. For example, in Fig. 4c, it can be observed 
that the human forearm can create a twist from the elbow to the fingertips without any rotation of the humerus. 
Based on this assumption and from evidence observed in our video footage, we hypothesise that the flipper twist 
can be modelled to take place between the turtle elbow joint and flipper tip.

The twist angle θ(t) shown in Fig. 5c was defined using the right-hand rule based on the plane that intercepts 
the humerus and forearm with zero degrees in line with the horizontal x-axis of that plane. The amount of twist 
produced by the turtles was identified by comparing a detailed CAD geometry with the film images at various 
points along the upstroke and downstroke, as seen in Fig. 5a and b. The CAD geometry was twisted, keeping 
constant mass and volume until it closely matched the turtle’s flipper in the film. The twisting of the CAD model 
was achieved using the Solidworks tool "Flex" by twisting the flipper geometry between a plane from the elbow 
to the flipper tip illustrated in Fig. 4c. The twist angle used was then numerically stored with respect to time for 
the postprocessing operations. Matlab was used in the same process as the previous section, fitting a function of 
flipper twist with respect to time. However, a piecewise function based on a Fourier series was used as "Eq. (11)”:
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where θ(t) represents the angle of twist in degrees, the coefficients a, b and c are solved using the Matlab functions, 
“sin5” and “sin6” to give five and six terms to each function. The exact amount of flex on any point of the turtle’s 
flipper could then be found applying “Eq. (12)”, where x is the position of interest on the turtle wingspan (s).

Results
Kinematics. Swimming pattern characteristics. Approximately one terabyte of film was collected during 
the period of observation. The suitable film sets were identified by sea turtles producing full locomotion pattern 
of the forelimb, as earlier described. Therefore, from the total amount of footage collected, we found only seven 
film sets were appropriate for side views, while four film sets were appropriated for front views. This selection 
process reduced the data from approximately one terabyte to two gigabytes and a total of eleven sets of film.

Observations showed that all turtles filmed (meaning the eleven above-mentioned selected sets) swam with 
the same general pattern as shown in Fig. 6, which resembles a closed loop with extended sweeping of the flip-
per tip towards the centre of the carapace from the Sagittal plane. At no time was the figure-of-eight pattern 
observed in the Sagittal plane previously reported by  others3–6. However, the complete figure-of-eight pattern is 
evident from the Transverse and Coronal planes. The average limb beat cycle was 4.2 ± 0.32 s, closely matching 
observations from past  research25,30. As observed in Fig. 6, we have broken down the flipper motion into five 
stages, “Downstroke (DS)”, “Sweep stroke (SS)”, “recovery stroke one (RS1)”, “upstroke (US)”, and “recovery 
stroke two (RS2)”. The stages are defined based on the flipper tip position in the Sagittal plane, as this was the 
only viewpoint that gave a clear line of sight to the flipper tip for all values of time. To help simplify comparing 
each of the turtle’s swim patterns, the percentage of time spent in each of the five stages was compared. Table 1 
outlines the time spent in each of the five stages from observed swimming patterns in wild animals. Our findings 
show that regardless of the turtle observed, limb beat frequency and ocean current, the flipper’s percentage of 
time spent in each of the five motion stages was very similar.

General swimming model. This section will continuously refer to Fig. 7 and 8, which details the flippers five 
stages of motion. All plots are representative of a turtle with SCL equal to 610 mm and  “ sf  ” equal to one. During 
the “DS”, the flipper tip and elbow roll down together, creating the fastest part of the limb beat. The flipper twist 
during the DS is at its most aggressive average angle of − 72.4 ± 2.5º, with the elbow going through its most sig-
nificant displacement during this time. As viewed from the Sagittal plane, the flipper tip takes a mostly straight 
path, making up 19.7% ± 1.4% of the limb cycle. The “SS” movement starts when the humerus begins to slow, and 
the elbow accelerates the forelimb in a curved sweeping motion until the flipper tip reaches approximately half 
the carapace length. During this stroke section, the flipper twist rotates to 0°, bringing the two flippers parallel 

(12)θ(x) =
θ(t)

s
x

Figure 5.  Flipper twist. (a), Downstroke twist of − 72°; (b), Upstroke twist of 28°; (c), Reference plane with 0° 
being inline with the horizontal x-axis of the elbow cross-section, additionally showing how the plane moves 
with the turtle flipper to remain normal to the rotation axis.
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beneath the carapace. It can be observed that the elbow begins to rise before the forelimb reaches the end of the 
SS, creating a clapping motion similar to sea  lions31. Overall the SS made up 19% ± 1.1% of the limb cycle. “RS1” 
is a slow-moving motion of the humerus and forelimb to allow the turtle to get itself ready for the upstroke by 
flexing the forelimb to an average value of 27.9 ± 4.8°. Overall the RS1 made up 19% ± 1.5% of the overall limb 

Figure 6.  Complete 3D reconstruction of flipper tip motion from observational video. Data spheres represent 
0.084 s time increments. When viewing from the Sagittal plane, the five stages can be characterised as follows: 
The downstroke (DS) is characterised by the fastest flipper motion with a slight reward motion. Sweep stroke 
(SS) is characterised by substantial horizontal displacement towards the centre of the carapace. Recovery stroke 
one (RS1) is characterised by slow-moving and modest horizontal displacement to recover the flipper into 
position for the upstroke. The upstroke (US) is characterised by a slow, predominantly straight path with slight 
forward motion. And finally, recovery stroke two (RS2) is characterised by the slowest moving section of the 
stroke to ready the flipper for the fast-moving downstroke. (a) View from Coronal plane. (b) 3D View, (c) View 
from Sagittal plane. (d) View from Transverse plane.
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cycle. The “US” occurred at approximately 50% of the downstroke speed, matching previous  findings3. During 
the entire US, a steady flipper average twist of 27.9 ± 4.8° was observed. Overall, the US made up 28% ± 1.4% of 
the limb cycle and looked entirely passive in motion. The final section, “RS2”, is the slowest moving of the limb 
beat cycle. During this process, the flipper twist travels through its most extensive Rotation from 27.9 ± 4.8° to 
− 72.4 ± 2.5°, making up 14% ± 2.2% of the overall limb cycle. The possible reason for the slow movement of RS2 
is to help reduce turbulence during the aggressive change in flipper twist, thus potentially lowering the drag 
coefficient.

Result verification. As the combination of separate sets of two-dimensional data creates uncertainty in the 
model, we help verify the results by graphically comparing our three-dimensional model with various footage 
sets of swimming turtles. Such verification shows a good visual correlation between all footage sets (Fig. 9a) 
and our model (Fig. 9b). As displayed in Fig. 9a, in four different specimens (Fig. 9a.1–a.4), though the flipper 
paths slightly differed from one turtle to the other, excellent correlations were observed between the five flipper 
stages, with the general swimming pattern evident in all specimens that produced complete wing oscillations. 
For instance, the blue spheres representing the downstroke, it can be observed this produces the fastest section 
of the limb cycle, with each sphere representing 0.1-s time intervals for Fig. 9a. Additionally, the downstroke 
can be seen producing a small reward horizontal motion. The pink spheres producing the sweep stroke can 
be observed in all specimens to produce large amounts of horizontal displacement in Fig. 9a.1 and a.2, with a 
clapping motion as seen in Fig. 9a.3 and a.4. Recovery stroke one shown in green spheres can be observed in all 
specimens with considerable slow-moving horizontal displacement to recover the flipper into a position suitable 
for the upstroke. The upstroke shown in purple spheres can be seen in all specimens to produce a slow verti-
cal motion with low levels of forwards motion. As seen in Fig. 9a.3 and a.4, the upstroke crosses paths with the 
downstroke to create a figure-of-eight path before finally arriving at recovery stroke two, where the flipper travels 
at low speed into a position suitable for the aggressive downstroke. Additionally, a “MATLAB” program (avail-
able in supplementary documents under: turtle_flipper.m with precompiled animations shown in Figs. S2–S4) 
was created to verify the flipper’s motion. The program solves the three-dimensional model to produce a live 
three-dimensional animation of the flipper motion giving illustrative graphical feedback, where the model pre-
sented in this work is visually compared with the flipper motion of wild green sea turtles.

Discussion
We present a five-stage cycle swimming locomotion model, in contrast to the previous four-stage  ones5,6, add-
ing a new finding we have named the sweep stroke. Based on findings from previous work, this model could 
also potentially represent the swimming of the  Hawksbill4 and Loggerhead  turtle20. Our results provided no 
evidence of a figure-of-eight pattern in the sagittal plane previously  reported3–6. Instead, it showed a closed-loop 
with extended sweeping of the flipper tip towards the centre of the carapace to create a swept clapping motion. 
However, a figure-of-eight pattern is evident in the transverse and coronal planes. Although our methods for 
creating the three-dimensional models have been generated from two-dimensional data, thus creating what 
could be called the best guess, we have illustrated an excellent correlation between the model compared with 
natural swimming footage. Additionally, the advantages of this process of collecting the data from the animal’s 
natural habitat without disturbing the animal far outweigh any disadvantages compared to more traditional data 
collection methods. This could potentially lead to other animals being analysed by filming with non-invasive 

Table 1.  Amount of time the flipper tip spends in each of the five stages, data from the Sagittal plane. Refer to 
Supplementary Fig. S1 for swimming patterns.

Sea turtle film sets and location DS (s) SS (s) RS1 (s) US (s) RS2 (s) Limb beat cycle (s)

1 (Fitzroy Island) 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.6 4.3

2 (Fitzroy Island) 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.6 4.2

3 (Fitzroy Island) 1 1 1 1.3 0.7 5

4 (Fitzroy Island) 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.1 0.5 3.9

5 (Fitzroy Island) 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.1 0.4 3.7

6 (Heron Island) 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.2 0.9 4.4

7 (Heron Island) 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.2 0.5 3.9
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Figure 7.  Forelimb flipper kinematics plotted against time. Shoulder rotation point located at (92.5, 305, 27.6) 
(mm). All plots represent a turtle of SCL equal to 610 mm. (a) Flipper tip position in x, (b) Flipper tip position 
in y, (c) Flipper tip position in z, (d) Flipper tip path in x, y plane. (e) Flipper tip path 3D. (f) Flipper tip velocity 
in x, (g) Flipper tip velocity in y, (h) Flipper tip velocity in z, (i) Flipper twist.
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Figure 8.  Elbow kinematics plotted against time. Shoulder rotation point located at (92.5, 305, 27.6) (mm). All 
plots represent a turtle of SCL equal to 610 mm. (a) Flipper elbow position in x, (b) Flipper elbow position in y, 
(c) Flipper elbow position in z, (d) Flipper elbow path in x, y plane. (e) Flipper elbow path 3D. (f) Flipper elbow 
velocity in x, (g) Flipper elbow velocity in y, (h), Flipper elbow velocity in z.
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underwater drone technologies. The model presented here could lead to a better comprehension of the sea turtle 
propulsion methods and their fluid–structure interaction.

Data availability
All data sets for the current study are available from the authors on reasonable request, via contacting corre-
spondence author.
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